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Given that acid-rich rainfall can cause serious damage to heritage buildings in NW China and
subsequently accelerate their aging problem, countermeasures to protect their integrity and
also to preserve the continuity of Chinese culture are in pressing need. Enzyme-induced
carbonate precipitation (EICP) that modifies the mechanical properties of the soil through
enhancing the interparticle bonds by the precipitated crystals and the formation of other
carbonate minerals is under a spotlight in recent years. EICP is considered as an alternative to
the microbial-induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) because cultivating soil microbes are
considered to be challenging in field applications. This study conducts a series of test tube
experiments to reproduce the ordinary EICP process, and the produced carbonate
precipitation is compared with that of the modified EICP process subjected to the effect
of higher MgCl2, NH4Cl, and CaCl2 concentrations, respectively. The modified EICP,
subjected to the effect of higher MgCl2 concentrations, performs the best with the highest
carbonate precipitation. The enhancement mechanism of carbonate precipitation is well
interpreted through elevating the activity of urease enzymeby introducing themagnesium ions.
Furthermore, the degradation of carbonate precipitation presentswhen subjected to the effect
of higher NH4Cl concentration. The decreasing activity of urease enzyme and the reverse EICP
process play a leading role in degrading the carbonate precipitation. Moreover, when
subjected to the effect of higher CaCl2 concentrations, the slower rate of urea hydrolysis
and the decreasing activity of urease enzyme are primarily responsible for forming the
“hijacking” phenomenon of carbonate precipitation. The findings of this study explore the
potential use of the EICP technology for the protection of heritage buildings in NW China.

Keywords: enzyme-induced carbonate precipitation, hijacking mechanism, magnesium ions, ammonium ions, test
tube experiment

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, microbial-induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) and enzyme-induced carbonate
precipitation (EICP) involving biomineralization have been studied. They aim not only to improve
the mechanical and thermal behaviors of problematic soils (e.g., calcareous sand) (Neupane et al.,
2013; Carmona et al., 2016; Putra et al., 2016; Almajed et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021a; Bai et al., 2021b; Bai et al., 2021c; Wu et al., 2021) but
also to achieve the durability strengthening of concrete (Achal et al., 2010; Tittelboom et al., 2010;
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Achal et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2020a; Sun et al., 2021). MICP
requires the existence of ureolytic bacteria, urea, and calcium-rich
solution to drive the MICP biochemical reaction (Bang et al.,
2001; Bu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017;Wen et al., 2019a), which leads
to ammonium and carbonate ion, and the produced carbonate
ions react with calcium ions to precipitate as calcium carbonate
crystals (Hammes, 2003; Hammes et al., 2003; Fang et al., 2020).
The calcium carbonate crystals bond the sand particles together
and cause an improvement to the mechanical properties of
MICP-treated sandy soils (Choi et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2020;
Yuan et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2021; Duan et al., 2021; Hu et al.,
2021; Xue et al., 2021a; Xue et al., 2021b; Yan et al., 2021). The
survivability of ureolytic bacteria may, however, be an issue when
considered as in situ soil stabilizingmeasure. In contrast toMICP,
EICP using purified urease has been considered as an alternative
toMICP. Given that purified urease is commercially available, the
legume, for example, can be a good alternative to commercial
urease in calcium carbonate precipitation. It is not only urease-
abundant but inexpensive and readily available (Namati and
Voordouw, 2003; Yasuhara et al., 2012; Neupane et al., 2015a;
Neupane et al., 2015b; Kavazanjian and Hamdan, 2015; Lee and
Kim, 2020). Recent studies with a focus on the process of calcium
carbonate crystallization have been conducted for the purpose of
erosion resistance improvement (Sun et al., 2020; Ali and
Karkush, 2021). Zango et al. (2021) found that the of leachate
penetration pattern and hydraulic conductivities of the EICP-
treated soils were considerably affected by the formation of
biocementation or CaCO3 precipitation. Dakhane et al. (2018)
indicated that the strength and fracture parameters (including
fracture toughness and critical crack tip opening displacement) of
mortars treated with an EICP solution scale well with the
carbonate content. Arab et al. (2021) investigated the process
of bio cementation using EICP and sodium alginate biopolymer
to produce bio-bricks for use in the construction industry. The
results show that the produced bio-bricks are comparable with
cement-treated beams in terms of their mechanical properties
and can also be considered an eco-friendly alternative to
conventional bricks. Cui et al. (2020) illustrated that the
unconfined compressive strength of sand treated using the one-
phase low-pH method is much higher than that using the two-
phase method, and the one-phase low-pH method is also simpler
and more efficient as it involves a small number of injections.
Furthermore, EICP technology offers significant potential for
innovative and sustainable engineering applications in in situ
field applications. Notwithstanding that, it is worthy to note
that the successful application of EICP highly depends upon the
interplay between the transport of urease as well as urea and
calcium. In light of this, a comprehensive study on the mechanism
of enzyme-induced carbonate precipitation and precipitation ratio
and its influencing factors are in pressing need toward widening
the horizon of application of EICP technology.

The enhancement mechanism of a few studies has been reported
in which magnesium ions play a key role in elevating the carbonate
precipitation during the EICP process (Putra et al., 2017a; Putra
et al., 2017b; Xu et al., 2020; Putra et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2019b).
Notwithstanding that, the biochemical reaction in relation to the
EICP process is highly complex and can be affected by various

factors. Putra et al. (2017a) indicated that adding magnesium
chloride as a delaying agent reduces the reaction rate of the
precipitation, which may further elevate the volume of the treated
soil if applied to real cases due to the slower precipitation rate.
Furthermore, magnesium chloride also enhances the amount of
carbonate precipitation. Martin et al. (2021) indicated that the
powdered milk leads to a stronger adhesion of the precipitated
carbonate to surfaces while having minimal impact on the reaction
kinetics. Cui et al. (2020) declared that the one-phase low-pH
method can notably elevate the calcium conversion efficiency and
the uniformity of calcium carbonate distribution in the sand samples
when compared with the conventional two-phase EICP method.
Almajed (2019) investigated the effect of adding biochar on the sand
treated by a bio-inspired technique known as EICP and found that
adding biochar decreases the cementation bonding between particles
and subsequently the shear strength. It is worth noting that a small
body of research start paying attention to their applications to the
heavy metal immobilization of mine tailings (Li et al., 2013; Kang
et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018). As a result, studies
with a focus on the mechanism affecting the carbonate precipitation
are remarkably limited, while a large number of research pay
attention to improving the shear strength of sandy soils using the
EICP technology. The objectives of this study are 1) to conduct test
tube experiments to reproduce the biomineralization process using
the EICP technology and to document the carbonate precipitation,
2) to investigate the performance of carbonate precipitation of the
modified EICP process under the effect ofMgCl2, NH4Cl, and CaCl2
additions, respectively, toward revealing the regulation mechanisms,
and 3) to explore the potential of applying the EICP technology to
ancient structure protection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials and methods
Test tube experiments undertaken in this study utilized materials,
including deionized water, 99% purity of urea, 96% purity of calcium
chloride (CaCl2), and 98% purity of magnesium chloride (MgCl2)
and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl). Furthermore, the activity of
urease enzyme used to promote urea hydrolysis is 1.1 U/mg.
CaCl2 was first poured into the prepared urea solution, followed
by urea hydrolysis using the urease enzyme, finally producing the
carbonate precipitation. This is referred to also as the ordinary EICP
process, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, a modified EICP
process was run in parallel, considering the effect of MgCl2 and
NH4Cl and the concentration of CaCl2, as shown in Figure 1. The
mass of CaCO3 precipitated in the ordinary and modified EICP
processes was measured, and the precipitation ratio (PR) of CaCO3

was compared against each other to quantify the precipitation
efficiency. PR can be calculated using:

PR � Actual precipitationmass
Theoretical precipitationmass

× 100 (1)

where the theoretical precipitation mass is equal to C × V ×M, in
which C and V correspond to the concentration of urea–calcium
carbonate solution in moles per liter and the total volume of EICP
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solution in liters respectively. M is the molar mass of calcium
carbonate (100.087 g/mol) (Neupane et al., 2013; Putra et al.,
2017b).

The calcite precipitation, resulting from the test tube
experiments, was then applied to prevent ancient clay

bricks from weathering erosion. Laboratory tests, including
water absorption and air permeability tests, were conducted
to verify the water-resisting properties of the EICP-treated
clay bricks. Image binarization primarily aimed to evaluate
the extent of the water-resistant film formed across the treated

FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of the test tube experiments.

TABLE 1 | Design of the test tube experiments.

Category Urease enzyme Urea CaCl2 MgCl2 NH4Cl

(kU/L) (mol/L) (mol/L) (mol/L) (mol/L)

Ordinary EICP A1 5 0.125 0.125 — —

A2 5 0.25 0.25 — —

A3 5 0.50 0.50 — —

A4 5 0.75 0.75 — —

A5 5 1.00 1.00 — —

A6 5 1.25 1.25 — —

Modified EICP under the effect of MgCl2 addition B0 5 0.30 0.30 0.00 —

B1 5 0.30 0.25 0.05 —

B2 5 0.30 0.20 0.10 —

B3 5 0.30 0.15 0.15 —

B4 5 0.30 0.10 0.20 —

C1 5 0.30 0.29 0.01 —

C2 5 0.30 0.28 0.02 —

C3 5 0.30 0.27 0.03 —

C4 5 0.30 0.26 0.04 —

Modified EICP under the effect of NH4Cl addition D1 5 0.30 0.30 — 0.05
D2 5 0.30 0.30 — 0.10
D3 5 0.30 0.30 — 0.15
D4 5 0.30 0.30 — 0.20
D5 5 0.30 0.30 — 0.30

Modified EICP under the effect of CaCl2 addition E1 5 0.30 0.40 — —

E2 5 0.30 0.50 — —

E3 5 0.30 0.60 — —

E4 5 0.30 0.90 — —
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brick surface. The water absorption and air permeability of
the EICP-treated bricks were defined using Eqs 2 and 3,
respectively.

Q
S
� K

�

t
√

(2)

T � M1 −M2

M1
× 100 (3)

where Q is equal to the water weight measured against different
time intervals of immersion, S is the cross-section area of brick
immersed in water, K is the slope in the Q/S-t0.5 diagram, also
referred to as the sorptivity coefficient (g/cm2/s0.5), t is the
duration for the water absorption tests, M1 is the mass of
brick after the water saturation, M2 corresponds to the mass
of brick after retrieval from the constant temperature chamber
against different time intervals, and T corresponds to the
percentage of weight loss (%).

Test Tube Experiments
The test tube experiments primarily compare the carbonate
precipitation of the ordinary EICP process with that of the
modified EICP process when subjected to the effect of MgCl2,
NH4Cl, and CaCl2 additions, respectively, and reveal the
enhancement and degradation mechanisms of carbonate
precipitation. In light of this, the test tube experiments
consisted of one control group (A1 to A6 corresponding to
the ordinary EICP process) and three test groups. One test
group (B1 to B9 corresponding to the modified EICP process)
was to investigate the effect of Mg addition on the performance of
carbonate precipitation. The second test group (C1 to C6
corresponding to the modified EICP process) was principally
to investigate the effect of NH4

+ addition on the performance of
carbonate precipitation. The third test group (D1 to D5
corresponding to the modified EICP process) mainly took into
account the effect of CaCl2 addition. Measurements of pH and
electric conductivity (EC) were accompanied with the test tube
experiments, highlighting the relation of pH and EC with the
performance of carbonate precipitation. The design of the test
tube experiments is summarized in Table 1.

The flowchart of the test tube experiments is depicted in
Figure 1. The procedure of test tube experiments is as follows:
1) The weight of the empty tube is first measured, and 25 ml of
distilled water is added. 2) Urea and CaCl2 are added to the
distilled water, 3) and a given proportion of MgCl2 or NH4Cl is
added to the urea–CaCl2 solution. 4) Urease enzyme is the last to
be added to the solution and stirred thoroughly to ensure the
uniformity of the mixed solution. 5) The pH and EC of the mixed
solution are measured during the urea hydrolysis process at a
temperature of 30°C. 6) After that, the calcite precipitation is
retained using a filter paper. 7) The calcite precipitation is also
acquisitioned in the test tube, and 8) they are dried at 60°C for
24 h and weighed for its actual mass and precipitation ratio
evaluation. The most popular methods for the measurement of
urease activity include the Nessler’s reagent colorimetric method.
The accuracy of the measured urease activity can be enhanced by
a modified method proposed by van Paassen (2011) where

FIGURE 2 | Temporal relations of electric conductivity (EC) and pH in the ordinary enzyme-induced carbonate precipitation (EICP) process: (A) EC and (B) pH.

FIGURE 3 | Relations of the actual mass of carbonate precipitation and
the precipitation ratio (PR) versus the urea–CaCl2 concentration in the ordinary
EICP process.
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electric conductivity (EC) measurements bring benefits to the
enhancement of the accuracy. This is to say that EC can also be
considered as a key indicator that reflects the urease activity. For
this reason, the present work used the measurements of EC and
pH to evaluate the urease activity and subsequently the degree of
urea hydrolysis instead of direct measurement.

Water Absorption Tests
Ancient brick specimens were dried at 110°C for 24 h and then
placed in an incubator for cooling (30°C). Subsequently, their top
surfaces were treated with an EICP solution of 25 ml for four
times. The other surfaces, including bottom and peripheral
surfaces, were thoroughly sealed with melting paraffin, thereby
allowing a water seepage through the treated surface only. The
brick specimens were then immersed in the deionized water, and
their weights were measured at a given time interval. The

sorptivity coefficient K was adopted as an indicator for
assessing the water-resisting properties after the treatment (see
Eq. 2). The higher the K, the poorer the water-resisting
properties.

Air Permeability Tests
Similarly, the top surface of the ancient brick specimens was
treated with the EICP solution for four times. Prior to immersion
in deionized water, they were weighed. They were then immersed
in the deionized water to reach their saturation. The other
surfaces of the brick specimens were sealed with melting
paraffin right after their saturation. The T value was adopted
to assess the weight loss against different time intervals when they
were heated at 80°C (see Eq. 3). The lower air permeability can be
attained using a smaller T value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ordinary Enzyme-Induced Carbonate
Precipitation Process
The temporal relations of EC and pH in the ordinary EICP
process when subjected to various concentrations of
urea–CaCl2 are shown in Figure 2. EC shows a small
change in the very beginning of the ordinary EICP process.
This is not attributed to the ionization of urea but to the
dissolution of urea. EC goes up very quickly after pouring
CaCl2 into the urea solution because the ionization of CaCl2
produces a great number of ions that are capable of carrying
electric charges. There are two chemical reactions initiated
after pouring urease enzyme; these are urea hydrolysis,
initiated by urease enzyme and produces NH4

+ and CO3
2−

ions (Eqs 4, 5), and carbonate precipitation, resulting from a
chemical reaction between Ca2+ ions and CO3

2− ions, and
consumes CO3

2− ions (Eq. 6).

CH4N2O + 4H2O → H2CO3 + 2NH+
4 + 2OH− (4)

FIGURE 4 | Temporal relations of EC and pH when subjected to the effect of MgCl2 addition: (A) EC and (B) pH.

FIGURE 5 | Relations of the actual mass of carbonate precipitation and
the precipitation ratio (PR) versus the MgCl2 concentration in the modified
EICP process.
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HCO−
3 + OH− → CO2−

3 +H2O (5)

Ca2+ + CO2−
3 → CaCO3 (6)

The effect of the urea hydrolysis on EC outweighs the effect of
carbonate precipitation, which is deemed as the main cause
leading to a steadily increasing tendency of EC. EC
consistently increases until the end of the ordinary EICP
process. On the other hand, pH remains nearly unchanged
after the introduction of CaCl2, but it shows a significant
change when pouring urease enzyme into the urea–CaCl2
solution. This is due to the production of OH− ions, induced
by urea hydrolysis using urease enzyme. Then the pH goes into a
decline until the end of the ordinary EICP process. The
consumption of OH− ions in the course of carbonate
precipitation causes pH to decrease gently after reaching a
peak value of 8.9.

The relations of the actual mass of carbonate precipitation and
the precipitation ratio (PR) versus the urea–CaCl2 concentration
are shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the carbonate precipitation
versus urea–CaCl2 concentration relation behaves in a “bell”
shape, meaning that the highest carbonate precipitation cannot
be achieved when subjected to higher or lower urea-CaCl2
concentrations. The lower urea-CaCl2 concentrations cannot
provide enough basal constituents that are in great necessity of
the EICP process toward causing a degradation of the carbonate
precipitation, whereas for the higher urea–CaCl2 concentrations,
the lower urease enzyme concentrations, in turn, impede the urea
hydrolysis, leading to a degradation of the carbonate precipitation
as well. In contrast, the PR versus urea–CaCl2 concentration
relation presents a descending tendency all the way to the end of
the EICP process, indicating that the lower the urea–CaCl2
concentration, the higher the PR. These results also indicate
that it is either the highest carbonate precipitation or the
highest PR, and we cannot have it both ways. Alternatively, a
point where two curves intersect each other may provide a
pathway to achieve both higher carbonate precipitation and
PR. This point, for the ordinary EICP process, presents at the
urea–CaCl2 concentration being equal to 0.3 mol/L.

Effect of Magnesium Ion Addition
The temporal relations of EC and pH when subjected to the effect
of MgCl2 addition are shown in Figure 4. Given the higher
carbonate precipitation and PR at 0.3 mol/L for the ordinary
EICP process, the concentration of CaCl2 decreases from 0.3 to
0.1 mol/L, while the concentration of MgCl2 increases from 0 to
0.2 mol/L. This is to say that such an experimental design
principally does not allow a total concentration in excess of
0.3 mol/L. When MgCl2 starts involving in the EICP process,
the higher the concentration of MgCl2, the more significant the
change in EC. However, compared with lower concentrations of
MgCl2, higher concentrations of MgCl2 appear to cause some
difficulty in elevating EC in the later stage of the modified EICP
process. Similarly, pH shows a significant change when
introducing urease enzyme to the urea-CaCl2 solution. The

FIGURE 6 | Temporal relations of EC and pH when subjected to the effect of NH4Cl addition: (A) EC and (B) pH.

FIGURE 7 | Relations of the actual mass of carbonate precipitation and
the precipitation ratio (PR) versus the NH4Cl concentration in the modified
EICP process.
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highest value being greater than 9 is higher than that of the
ordinary EICP process. Subsequently, pH goes into a decline until
the end of the modified EICP process. The relations of the
carbonate precipitation and PR versus the concentration of
MgCl2 are shown in Figure 5.

The carbonate precipitation for lower concentrations of
MgCl2 (0–0.02 mol/L) increases with the increase in MgCl2
concentration, while for higher concentrations of MgCl2
(0.02–0.20 mol/L), it decreases with the increase in MgCl2
concentration. The highest calcite precipitation of 0.67 g for
the modified EICP process under the effect of MgCl2 addition
presents when the concentration of MgCl2 reaches 0.02 mol/L,
which is higher than the highest calcite precipitation of 0.6 g
for the ordinary EICP process (see Figures 3, 5). It is well
known that the EICP process starts with urea hydrolysis
toward discharging CO3

2−. The carbonate precipitation is
attained when these CO3

2− catch cations. The cations,

including Ca2+ ions and Mg2+ ions, in solution are,
however, bonded by water dipoles, and they have to be
dehydrated prior to attracting CO3

2−. Compared with Ca2+

ions, Mg2+ ions are more difficult to dehydrate because of its
higher hydration enthalpy, thereby precipitating CaCO3

(calcite) crystals instead of MgCO3 (aragonite) crystals.
Despite the difficulty in Mg2+ ion dehydration, the hydrated
Mg2+ ions can poison the crystal surface. Mg2+ ions can only be
bonded by two oxygen atoms resulting from two CO3

2- groups,
which connection is relatively weaker than Ca2+ ions that are
bonded by at least three oxygen atoms. For this reason, Mg2+

ions will be expelled by the following Ca2+ ions and cannot
poison the growth of aragonite. Given a relatively higher
solubility of magnesium calcite compared with pure calcite,
the growth of calcite is inhibited. These results lead us to
conclude that Mg2+ ions inhibit the growth of calcite and
promotes aragonite precipitation.

The highest PR appears when the concentration of MgCl2
reaches 0.15 mol/L. To tackle the conflict, a point where two
curves meet each other at a concentration of MgCl2 being about
0.05 mol/L prevents the degradation of carbonate precipitation
and also secures the performance of PR. Furthermore, the lower
carbonate precipitation, accompanied with higher concentrations
of MgCl2, is observed. As discussed, although Mg2+ ions inhibit
the growth of calcite, they promote another carbonate
precipitation, namely, aragonite. Since aragonite is featured
with smaller molecular weight compared with calcite, this
causes the decreasing carbonate precipitation with the
increasing concentration of MgCl2. On the other hand, it can
be observed from Figures 3, 5 that Mg2+ ions cause the pH to
reach its highest value 25 min after the beginning of the process;
however, it reaches its highest value 15 min after the
commencement of the process when Mg2+ ions do not take
part in the process. This is to say that Mg2+ ions added to the
urea-CaCl2 solution are difficult to dehydrate and delay the rate of
urea hydrolysis, discharging OH− ions at a slower rate.
Notwithstanding that, Mg2+ ions promote the growth of

FIGURE 8 | Temporal relations of EC and pH when subjected to the effect of CaCl2 addition: (A) EC and (B) pH.

FIGURE 9 | Relations of the actual mass of carbonate precipitation and
the precipitation ratio (PR) versus the CaCl2 concentration in the modified
EICP process.
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aragonite in addition to calcite toward gearing up the
performance of PR to higher than 114%.

Effect of Ammonium Ion Addition
The temporal relations of EC and pH when subjected to the effect
of NH4Cl addition are shown in Figure 6. EC shows a rapid
increase when NH4Cl takes part in the process. The higher the
concentration of NH4Cl, the more significant the increase in EC.
Higher concentrations of NH4Cl also result in higher levels of EC.
Notwithstanding that, given that NH4Cl discharges NH4

+ ions in
the EICP process, the higher concentrations of NH4Cl, in turn,
depress the urea hydrolysis (denoted by the blue area). Eq. 7
commences to move toward the opposite direction. EC, therefore,
presents a small increase, followed by a negligible increase toward
the end of the process.

CH4N2O + 4H2O ← H2CO3 + 2NH+
4 + 2OH− (7)

As to the temporal relation of pH, NH4Cl added to the
urea–CaCl2 solution do not cause pH to change notably
(denoted by the gray area). The reverse EICP process causes a
reduction in the discharge of OH−. In light of this, the highest
value reduces to approximately 8.5 which is lower than 8.9 of the
ordinary EICP process. The higher NH4Cl concentrations are
deemed as the main cause leading to the decrease in pH. As a
result, the higher the concentration of NH4Cl, the smaller the
number of OH− discharged, and the smaller the number of
CO3

2−, thereby degrading the carbonate precipitation. This
also causes PR to monotonically decrease with the increase in
the NH4Cl concentration, as shown in Figure 7.

Effect of Calcium Chloride Addition
The basal constituents applied to the process generally consisted
of urea and CaCl2. To deepen our understanding of the effect of
CaCl2 addition on the carbonate precipitation, test tube

FIGURE 10 | Brick specimen image binarization: (A)without EICP process, (B)with modified EICP process (once), (C)with modified EICP process (twice), (D)with
modified EICP process (three times), and (E) with modified EICP process (four times).

FIGURE 11 |Water-resisting performance of the untreated, ordinary EICP treated, and modified EICP-treated brick specimens: (A)water absorption tests and (B)
air permeability tests.
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experiments, associated with higher concentrations of basal
constituents, were conducted. The temporal relations of EC
and pH under the effect of CaCl2 addition are depicted in
Figures 8, 9. The higher the concentration of CaCl2, the more
significant the change in EC. It can also be seen that the temporal
relations of EC throughout the urea hydrolysis are relatively
stable, indicating that the effect of carbonate precipitation
counterbalances the effect of urea hydrolysis. In contrast, the
concentration of CaCl2 appears to have a negligible effect on pH.
Notwithstanding that, pH during the urea hydrolysis can also be
characterized as a rapid increase and then a gentle decrease
toward the end of the process. It can be regarded that the urea
hydrolysis accompanies the discharge of OH− toward the
elevating pH very quickly. Then the carbonate precipitation
commences to consume OH−, causing pH to go into a decline
after reaching a peak. It is worth noting that the highest pH of 8.6,
induced by the modified EICP process under the effect of CaCl2
addition is attained 30 min after the commencement of the
process. Given that in the discharge of OH− during the urea
hydrolysis Ca(OH)2 will form indicates an occupation of OH−.
The occupation of OH− causes a lack of CO3

2−, leading to a
reduction in the carbonate precipitation. Furthermore, the
occupation of OH− also reduces pH, and for this reason,

Ca(OH)2 that is just formed commences discharging OH− to
counterbalance the reduction of pH. This is considered as the
main cause leading to a delay in the attendance of the highest pH
(compared with the ordinary EICP process). Compared with PR
of the modified EICP process under the effect of NH4Cl addition,
the effect of CaCl2 addition degrades PR a step further by
converting all Ca2+ ions into carbonate precipitation (see Eq. 1).

Water Absorption and Air Permeability
Figure 10 presents the image binarization results of the brick
specimens without EICP process and with once, twice, three
times, and four times of EICP process where the white color area
indicates carbonate precipitation. The percentage extent of
carbonate precipitation across the brick specimen surface
elevates from 38.9% for once of the EICP process to 91.3% for
four times of EICP process. The brick specimens with four times
of EICP process were, therefore, applied to the subsequent water
absorption and air permeability tests. The temporal relations of
Q/S for the brick specimens subjected to the ordinary and
modified EICP processes, respectively, are shown in
Figure 11A. The Q/S increases sharply at the very beginning,
and then the Q/S shows a little change 40 min after the
commencement of the water absorption tests. The modified

FIGURE 12 | Schematic illustration of the carbonate precipitation mechanisms applied to the ordinary and modified EICP processes: (A) ordinary precipitation
mechanism, (B) enhancement mechanism of carbonate precipitation, (C) degradation mechanism of carbonate precipitation, (D) hijacking mechanism of carbonate
precipitation.
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EICP-treated specimen subjected to the effect of higher MgCl2
concentrations is featured with the lowest water absorption. In
contrast, the specimen without the EICP process is featured with
the highest water absorption. Compared with the study of Liu
et al. (2020b), their water adsorption is measured as 0.15 g/cm2

compared with 0.04 g/cm2 from the present work, although it
may involve bacterial culture and inoculation. On the other hand,
the temporal relations of T for the specimens subjected to the
ordinary and modified EICP processes, respectively, are shown in
Figure 11B. The modified EICP-treated specimen subjected to
the effect of higher MgCl2 concentrations has the lowest mass loss
corresponding to the lowest air permeability. The specimen
without the EICP process has the highest mass loss, which
also indicates the highest air permeability. These results not
only represent the excellent water-resisting ability of the
specimens but highlight the potential use of the EICP process
for the protection of heritage buildings in NW China.

On the whole, the modified EICP process under the effect of
MgCl2 addition performs the best, with the highest carbonate
precipitation, followed by the ordinary EICP process
(Figure 12A). In contrast, the modified EICP process when
subjected to the effect of NH4Cl or CaCl2 addition performs
the worst, with the lowest carbonate precipitation. Mg2+ ions
added to the urea–CaCl2 solution delays the rate of urea
hydrolysis due to the difficulty in their dehydration. Although
Mg2+ ions inhibit the growth of calcite, they, however, favor
aragonite precipitation toward producing more carbonate
precipitation. These results reveal the enhancement
mechanism of carbonate precipitation (see Figure 12B). The
effect of NH4Cl addition not only reduces the discharge of OH−

by degrading the urease activity but also causes the EICP process
to move toward the opposite direction. The lack of OH− and
reverse EICP process reduce the carbonate precipitation and
reveal the degradation mechanism of carbonate precipitation
(see Figure 12C). Last but not the least, the effect of CaCl2
addition leads to the occupation of OH− and subsequently the
lack of CO3

2−, associated with the occupation of OH−, which
causes a reduction in the carbonate precipitation, revealing the
hijacking mechanism of carbonate precipitation (Figure 12D).

CONCLUSION

This paper compared the carbonate precipitation of the ordinary
EICP process to that of the modified EICP process under the
effect of MgCl2, NH4Cl, and CaCl2 addition, respectively. The
experimental results serve the purpose of interpreting the
enhancement, degradation, and hijacking mechanisms of
carbonate precipitation. Based on the results and discussion,
some main conclusions can be drawn as follows:

a) The effect of magnesium ion addition delays the rate of urea
hydrolysis because of the difficulty in its dehydration.
Although the effect of magnesium ion addition inhibits the
growth of calcite, it favors the aragonite precipitation,
elevating the carbonate precipitation and carbonate
precipitation ratio. These results further reveal the
enhancement mechanism of carbonate precipitation.

b) The effect of ammonium ion addition, however, causes the
enzyme-induced carbonate precipitation process to move
toward the opposite direction, thereby reducing the
concentration of carbonate ions, and subsequently,
degrading the carbonate precipitation. Furthermore, the
effect of calcium chloride addition leads to the occupation
of hydroxide ions and the lack of carbonate ions
toward degrading the carbonate precipitation. This is also
referred to as the hijacking mechanism of carbonate
precipitation.

c) The present work primarily aims to reveal the enhancement
and degradation mechanisms affecting the carbonate
precipitation throughout the enzyme-induced carbonate
precipitation process. Further work in relation to field
experiments are ongoing and would be discussed in
another paper.
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